Drar Dr. Manson,?I despatched some copies of my report to you by this mail with one for Sir J. Fayrer. Will you oblige me greatly by sending it on to him? I don't know his address, but will write to him as well. I fear much I shan't be able to send you good secondday specimens as my infected birds are so much better that they don't yield good crops any longer; but will try to-morrow.
The bulk of the copies of my report * are not sewn even yet and will never reach the Secretary of State, through the Government of India, in time for the B. M. A. Meeting.. The only thing to be done then is for you to send him one of the copies I have despatched to you with Leslie's letter, and ask his permission to publish. He is sure to give it straight off.
Another advance has been made. (Follow on as in Ross' Memoirs, page 294). May, 1927. (Spending hours over) each, until I was blind and half-silly with fatigue. The object was to find if possible a place or structure where the rods accumulate; or to discover some further development in them. Nothing.
On the 4th, however, after pulling out the head by its roots (oesophagus, etc.), from the thorax, some delicate structure dropped out of the cervical aperture of the latter. This proved to be a long branching gland of some sort, looking like a coil of large intestine, and consisting of a long duct with closely packed refractive cells attached to it. I noticed at once that the rods were swarming here and were even pouring out from somewhere in streams. Suddenly to my amazement, it was seen that many of the cells of this gland contained the ?germinal rods of proteosoma-coceidia zvithin them. Looking further, the cells of one whole lobe of the gland were simply packed with them, and on bursting the cells the rods poured out of them just as they pour out of the original coccidia.
(Diagram here.) Given on Page 298 of the Memoirs. The rods were quite unmistakable, having the tapering flattened and vacuolated structure peculiar to them. * Report on the Cultivation of Proteosoma, Lcibbe, in Grey Mosquitoes: Government Printing, Calcutta; dated 21st May, 1898, but not officially published until October. As this extract shows, advanced copies of the Report had been sent to Manson before the 28th June.. 1898.?R. Ross. Aug., 1927.] CORRESPONDENCE. 473 ey are identified at once and no structures like them x'st in the normal mosquito. Here they were in the e s ?f the gland. The cells were not coccidia. They are only 25 fx in diameter, have a very thin outline and contain a perfectly clear fluid, without granulations or ?'l-drops such as the coccidia possess. The rods lay Within them quite irregularly and motionless except for rownian movement. In one lobe almost every cell contained numbers of rods; in other lobes only one or ?wo cells Contained them. By the attachment of the e'|s to the central duct, it seemed quite_ easy for tn?_ r?ds to pass on occasion from the former into the latter. 
